Five common outs
The defensive team handles the ball (they catch it and throw it) so that they can PUT OUT the
opposing team's players. The picture below shows the five usual ways to make an out. In every
case, the ball remains LIVE, and play continues.

1. Strike out
If the batter tries to hit the ball (STRIKES at it) and fails to hit a FAIR BALL,
then on STRIKE THREE, he is out. If the batter hits a FOUL BALL (one that
is judged outside of the boundary lines) then that is also strike--unless he
already has two strikes. A foul ball cannot be strike three.

2. Force out
If the batter hits a FAIR BALL that lands on the ground, then he becomes a
RUNNER who must run (he is FORCED) to first base. The defender who
holds the ball can put the BATTER-RUNNER out by touching first base
before the batter-runner does.
If a runner is already on first base, then the batter-runner's "force" affects
that runner, too. This runner is FORCED to run to second base, and the
defender with the ball can put him out in the same way (by touching second
base). This FORCE affects runners in a chain reaction, but an empty base
breaks the chain. Every runner beyond an empty base is a FREE RUNNER,
who can choose to run or not.
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3. Tag out
Any runner who is not touching a base is in danger of being TAGGED OUT.
The defender with the ball can TAG OUT this kind of runner by touching him
with the ball or with the hand or glove that holds the ball.
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4. Fly ball out
If the batter hits the ball (either FAIR or FOUL), and a defender catches the
ball IN FLIGHT (before it touches the ground or any object or any nondefensive person), then the BATTER is immediately out.

5. Failure to retouch base after a fly ball out
This is complicated. If the batter is out because of a FLY BALL OUT, then all
runners must return to touch their ORIGINAL BASEs after the catch. Only
then can they advance. If a certain runner fails to retouch his original base
after the catch, then the defender with the ball can put him out by tagging him
or touching his original base and APPEALing to the umpire.
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With these basic concepts, you can begin to play baseball. Additional rules keep the game
balanced and interesting. The necessary SKILLS are throwing, catching, hitting,
running---and thinking. Have fun!
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